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Scotland is perceived (McArthur 2003: 6, 62 They also may have counted on Scottish immigrants being drawn to a musical set in their homeland.
Many post-World War II musicals sought to escape the political turmoil that followed the war with settings in exotic locales. Brigadoon is a unique example of this transporting the audience to the nostalgic past of a charming, pre-modern culture of an exotic place. Scotland, with its rich and wellknown traditions, provided Lerner and Loewe with the perfect location.
Brigadoon and Scottishness
Brigadoon tells of two New Yorkers who stumble upon an enchanted village while hunting in the Scottish Highlands. It is 1746 in Brigadoon. The town appears for one day every one-hundred years. In the eighteenth century, the village minister sacrificed himself to save the town from a plague of witches and other social and political ills. As long as none of the original inhabitants leave Brigadoon, the village remains safe. The Americans join the town for a wedding and an unexpected funeral. Back in New York, one of the Americans realizes he is in love with one of the villagers.
Upon returning to Scotland, they look around the Highland forest as the village schoolmaster appears welcoming them: "I told ye when ye love someone deeply anythin' is possible. Even Broadway audiences, however, expected English-language productions and would not have been able to understand the Scots language.
The most obvious uses of Scottish traditions and music occur during the wedding and the funeral scenes, both of which offer opportunities for spectacles with music related to the drama that does not drive the plot. While discussing "Other" musics in opera, Ralph Locke notes that "the stylistically most 'different' moments tend to be located at the beginning of scenes or acts and tend to involve the orchestra alone, or the chorus, or dancers (but little or no solo singing)" (Locke 1998: 125) . The best known operas based on Scottish texts, such as Donizetti's Lucia di Lammermoor and Verdi's Macbeth, ignore the Scottish setting. In Brigadoon, the instrumental numbers are the moments when the drama comes closest to depicting Scottish customs.
At the wedding, the entire town is dressed in clan tartans and some carry swords and dirks, or daggers. Three traditional Scottish dances, a jig, a sword dance, and a Scottish reel, are performed after the wedding. The 1947 production paid particular attention to the dances using James Brigadoon was written as an integrated musical, which had certain structural and musical expectations, particularly in the songs. The instrumental numbers and dances offered the safest opportunities to exploit the Scottish setting musically without deviating from the accepted form.
Locke shows that the foreign music, which seems perfunctory, adds to the work in ways often overlooked by critics. Numbers using local color are popular with audiences, can play a major role in establishing the social and gender context of the plot, and can frame the rest of the musical (Locke 1998: 127-28 
Roots of Lerner and Loewe's Scottishness
Much of the Scottish discursive unconscious comes from invented traditions, which (Hitchcock 1954: 245-48) . 2 The critic George J. Nathan claimed that Brigadoon was based on an ancient German folk tale "Germelshausen," which Lerner denied (Lerner 1978: 26-27; Jablonski 1996: 27) . New York Times critic John Lardner had already pointed out the similarities concluding that it was mere coincidence.
